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Manual abstract:
Hand the instructions over when transferring the device to a third party. Every copying, also as extracts, as well as any reproduction of images, even in an
altered state, is only permitted with the written consent of the manufacturer. This appliance is intended for receiving generally approved radio transmissions
in all countries (world receiver) and only for domestic use. Utilisation other than as described here is not permitted and it could lead to damages and injuries.
This appliance fulfills, in regard to conformity with, the fundamental requirements and other relevant provisions of the EMC Directive 2004/108/EC, the Low
Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC and the Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC (Commission Regulation 1275/2008 Annex II, No . Various countries may have
different national rules on the radio frequency ranges assigned. Please note that you may not sell, transfer to third parties or abuse information received
outside the assigned radio frequency ranges. These symbols bring to your attention that here a warning notice follows in regard to one of the following
matters: - Risk of injury, - Risk of electric shocks, - Risk of fire, - Risk of explosion, plus bringing your attention to important matters such as: - Information
regarding the handling of batteries, - Information about voltage surges, - Information about mains-power disconnection. This symbol warns about submersing
the appliance in water or other liquids. This symbol warns you about hearing damage.
@@@@@@@@ check the device and all parts for visible damage. The device's safety concept can only work if the device is in perfect condition. A mains
adapter connected to the device must always be easily accessible so that the device can be quickly disconnected from the mains power in an emergency.
Ensure that the rating of the local power supply tallies completely with the details given on the rating plate of the appliance. @@@@ never immerse the
device in water! Simply wipe it with a slightly damp cloth.
@@Ensure that the connection cable is never wet or damp when in use. You must not open or repair the device's housing. This can be dangerous and renders
the warranty null and void. Protect the device from moisture and sprayed water. Therefore do not place any objects filled with water (e.
Do not use the device near hot surfaces. Do not set the device up where it is exposed to direct sunlight. This could cause it to overheat and damage it beyond
repair. Never leave the device unattended during operation. Never cover the device's ventilation slots when it is switched on. Do not place open flames, such
as candles, on or near the device. Keep children away from the connection cable and device. children frequently underestimate the danger of electrical
devices. If the device has fallen down or is damaged it must no longer be used. Have the device checked by a qualified specialist and, if necessary, repaired.
batteries must not be handled by children. Children can put batteries in their mouths and swallow them. Devices connected to mains power can be damaged
during a thunder storm. If there is a thunder storm, always remove the mains plug from the socket. If the product does not work properly due to electrical fast
transient processes (voltage surges) or electrostatic discharge, it must be reset to restore normal operation. If necessary, remove the plug from the power
socket and insert it again. Information on separating the device from mains power The POWER button on this device does not completely separate it from the
mains network. in addition , the device uses power when in standby mode. @@Do not throw batteries into a fire. There is a risk of explosion and injury! @@
if batteries leak , put on protective gloves.
Clean the battery compartment and contacts with a dry cloth. Do not let children play with the plastic film. There is a risk of suffocation. @@@@@@You
will need four 1. @@@@Subsequently, the appliance then switches itself off.
Plug the mains adapter into an easily accessible socket. @@ the installed batteries are not charged. In the event of prolonged use of the power adapter the
batteries should be removed from the battery compartment. Otherwise there is a risk that the batteries may leak. On the left side of the radio, you will find the
headphone socket.
With this appliance, use only the supplied type E105 headphones. Listening to music with headphones for long periods and at high volume levels can lead to
hearing damage! In order to prevent changing the settings unintentionally by touching the buttons, you can activate the key lock. With the radio switched on,
press and hold the button MEM for about 3 seconds. on screen , the message flashes. All buttons, except the buttons SNOOZE and MEM, are now blocked.
Press and hold down the MEM button again for about 3 seconds to cancel the key lock. The screen will remain lit for about 15 seconds. Fold out the base on
the rear of the device to make the device more stable. When the power provision is established (mains or battery operation) the time indicated by the world
receiver begins at "0:00 00" Proceed with settings the date and time, as explained in the following sections. @@@@@@@@During this time, adjust the
setting with the UP/DOWN buttons.
@@@@@@Press the UP or DOWN button to move the date forward or backward. @@Press MODE again or three times. @@@@Press MODE again or
four times to show the world time. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@ winter time. @@They do not have summer time. @@@@@@ in addition , the SDA
message will flash on the screen. Turn off the alarm by pressing any button. @@You can select which information is shown on the screen when the radio is
switched off. the selected mode is indicated by a corresponding symbol on the screen. When the radio is switched off, select the display mode by repeatedly
pressing the FINE button in accordance with the following table: Symbol on the screen display mode CLOCK only the time is displayed CITY the time and
world time are shown in succession DATE the time and date are shown in succession CITY DATE the time, date and world time are shown in succession This
multi-band radio provides you with two independently adjustable alarm times, AL1 and AL2.
You can programme for both . . If the device should sound an alarm on every workday, at the weekend, the whole week or on a single specific weekday; . If the
alarm should sound with an alarm tone or with the radio. You can set two alarm times in your world receiver.
With the radio switched off, press the buttons VOL. Press the UP or DOWN button to move the alarm time forward or backward at minute intervals.
@@Press the SNOOZE button to set the weekday on which you want the alarm to sound: You can select between workdays (Mo, Tu, We, Th, Fr), weekends
(Su, Sa), the whole week (Su, Mo, Tu, We, Th, Fr, Sa) or a single weekday. Press the SNOOZE button until the desired alarm days are set. Hold down the
SNOOZE button until the screen shows an individual week day.
@@@@@@@@@@With the radio switched off, press the button MODE seven times.
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@@@@@@ Press and hold down the PAGE button for around 2 seconds, the screen shows 0. During time measurement, it can be stopped by pressing
SNOOZE. Leave the stop watch by pressing PAGE. The countdown function is only available when the radio is switched off. Press and hold down the
MEMORY SCAN button for around 2 seconds, the screen shows 0. 5 countdown times are preset on the memory buttons and you can open these directly using
the corresor about 15 seconds. Press the button SNOOZE to finish the rendering of the memory positions. Note: Please take note that with this the snooze
function will be activated. @@ Never immerse the device's parts into water or other liquids! Clean the housing surface with a slightly damp cloth.
@@@@This device is subject to European Directive 2002/96/EC. please follow the currently valid regulations. In case of doubt, contact your disposal
facilities. Each consumer is obliged by law to bring batteries/rechargeable batteries to a collection point provided by the local authority/council or to
retailers. This obligation is so that the batteries can be disposed of in an environmentally friendly manner. The warranty for this appliance is for 3 years from
the date of purchase. @@Please retain your receipt as proof of purchase. @@Only in this way can a post-free despatch for your goods be assured.
@@@@The warranty is void in the case of abusive and improper handling, use of force and internal tampering not carried out by our authorized service
branch. Your statutory rights are not restricted in any way by this warranty.
The warranty period will not be extended by repairs made under warranty. this applies also to replaced and repaired parts. Any damage and defects extant on
purchase must be reported immediately after unpacking the appliance, at the latest, two days after the purchase date. Repairs made after the expiration of the
warranty period are subject to payment. Przedruku, take we fragmentach, jak równie odtwarzania ilustracji, take w zmienionym stanie, jest dozwolone
wylcznie za pisemn zgod producenta.
.
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